
	I made the mistake of moving to Chicago without having a job lined up.  I though it would be a big city, and I had some cashier experience, and I had a really good phone interview for a position at a grocery store before I made the move.  That should have been a warning marker: The best lead I had was as an entry-level cashier at a grocery store.  Anyways, I needed money to afford rent, groceries, utilities, and that ever-elusive thing called "life".  So I turned to Craigslist.  Thank God for the digital age.
	For the next month I was a freelance "Whatever-the-hell-you-need": Needed someone to laugh at your stand-up act? That was me. Needed someone to come to your indie-student film auditions and look important and intimidating? That was me.  Needed someone to follow a person around a museum and write down exactly what they looked at?  That was me.  I walked dogs, I sold electrical supplies, I spent an entire afternoon staring at The Bean. It was really boring, but I got paid a few hundred for it.  Which is the thing: I know you think being a Whatever-the-hell would be a fun and fantastic position to have, but each gig I had only paid a few hundred.  At best.  I'm still waiting for the check from the Private Investigator who had me follow that couple through the museum.
	I'm lucky I had family in the city.  They'd always take me out to eat places and offer to pay.  Okay, so I'd begin to pull out my wallet, but do my best to look really sad and hungry and poor (which I was), and then they'd offer to pay.  Look: Sooner or later this whole "Indefinite unemployment" thing will end and then I can work on paying them back.  Or maybe not.  Maybe I'm just a terrible person.  Maybe I can get paid for that.
	So I was looking through Craigslist sometime in March, seeing the same old-same old: Focus Group on beer (pays $75), Dancing around dressed like the Statue of Liberty (pays $9-$10 per hour), Egg Donors with Jewish heritage (I heard you can get $100 per egg donated.  Too bad I've got the wrong chromosome pairing).  And then there was the offer to clean out a house.  That wasn't rare: Estate Sales of folks who had giant homes but never left hired weirdos like me to come in and sift through their garbage surprisingly lot.  I sent in my resume to the Estate group along with a cover letter ("To whom it may concern. Thank you very much for thinking of me to clean out this house of garbage. It's going to be great. I can't wait", but a bit more flourished), and I got it.  Sound the trumpets and get the dust masks.
	It was regular Chicago home.  It probably has a name, shotgun house?, but one of the kind that's really thin and smushed between two other houses not exactly like it but equally as small.  Two stories. Probably a basement. A few steps leading to a patio.  You know, house stuff.  According to X/centric Sales, the company that was handling the Estate Sale, it had belonged to some ex-stock guy named Chadwick Hedgegrove.  He wasn't rich, but he had made enough that he apparently didn't leave his house since the Iraq War began.  Then he died by choking on some cereal.  He had a cockatoo. I think it hated me.
	Hedgegrove also had boxes of junk. Lots of money, lots of time, being stuck inside a small space for 15 years: a whole lot of stuff.  I had done this sort of work before, so I knew where to begin: tax documents, receipts, take-out menus.  Cleared out the kitchen, evaluated the furniture (which was all in pretty decent condition).  At first I was really upset that Hedgegrove's house was full of your usual hoarder fare: Magazines, newspapers, The entire VHS collection of Bonanza!, and a whole bunch of notes from his days of getting his Bachelor of Science in Finance from the U of I.  Then I looked in the guest room.
	Charts. Maps. Books. Boxes and boxes and boxes.   The windows had been plastered over with papers showing land masses and letter systems and number theories which made no sense (and I taught math in the CPS system for a few months before the Education department realized I didn't have a degree in teaching or a degree in math.  In fact, I went to Art School), a desk was shoved into a corner with a computer that was already outdated when Chad went into hiding and more mountains of papers, and a shelf of leather-bound encyclopedia books that were never in a compete set (though he had an entire encyclopedia of word beginning with Đ, which I hadn't thought possible).  A sticky-note was taped to the other end of the door. It read: None of this exists. Wooh boy, we've hit the motherload.
	But I was bored/interested enough, and it was my job so I started shuffling through everything.  Despite the fact that the room looked like a rat's nest of ink and paper, Hedgegrove kept everything pretty surprisingly organized.  It was all the sort of thing that walked the line between trash, sentiment, and outsider art, so I mostly catalogued the room and left it alone.  Apparently, though, this was either to X/centric or X/treme for the X/state sale, so the company manager (who was in and out for most of the day, making sure I wasn't ruining their sale) told me to either throw it all in the dumpster or find another home for it.  I couldn't leave it.  This was way too Henry Darger/ Vivian Girls.  And I felt bad for Chad.  He put a lot of effort into that room, more effort than he did to his Bonanza! collection, so I loaded it into my Zipcar rental for the day, and I took it home.
	First of all: Hedgegrove was right.  None of this exists.  Second of all: I was right.  This is important.  Hedgegrove was working on an encyclopedia, and I've taken up where he's left off.  I mean, I'm still sort-of unemployed (though X/centric Sales liked me enough that I now get pretty regular gigs from them.  Soon I may even get Eye and Dental insurance from them), so I've got the time.  So here it is.  Here's the Encyclopedia for That Which Does Not Exist.
